News Release (COVID-19)
March 24, 2020

To: DALB CUSTOMERS

From: BOBBY WEATHERHOLTZ, VICE PRESIDENT

Re: ESSENTIAL BUSINESS –EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 9-20

Yesterday West Virginia Governor Justice issued executive
order number 9-20 that declared a stay at home or maybe
otherwise known as a shelter in place order. As such,and in
accordance with this order DALB remains open and fully
operational as per the essential business definition outlined
in this order. The outline clearly defines DALB’s position in
the supply chain throughout section 3-C, 3-H, and3-R. DALB is
an established printing, thermoforming, and plastics
fabrication company located in the eastern panhandle of WV.
DALB has been in business for some 38 years supplying an
assortment of customers spanning markets such as; beverage
dispensing equipment parts and marketing, automotive, medical
device and consumables, aerospace, and agricultural/heavy
equipment.

Amidst this coronavirus pandemic,we are happy to report that
DALB has instituted several precautionary measures to ensure
our workforce’s safety. As the coronavirus (COVID-19)
continues to evolve, we are protecting our employees by having
them work remotely where practical, instituting a sanitation

task force, restricting traveling and visiting guests to name
a few.

Additionally, and with great honor I can say to you today, we
will not only continue to supply our services to our longtime
customers, but we will also be utilizing our extra capacity to
assist the country on the war against this invisible enemy. As
an essential business,that will remain open during the stay at
home order, we feel compelled to assist further. DALB will be
offering our fabrication and manufacturing expertise to assist
in the country’s effort to stop the spread of the coronavirus.
Our capabilities will be being used to produce face shields
and barriers that go to our medical professionals and our
consumer facing essential businesses. DALB is a company you
can rely on. Thank you for your business and the longstanding
relationships.

Sincerely,

Bobby Weatherholtz, Vice President

